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Ciao Mamma, 

come stai?

Meglio 

di te!

Vai a 

studiare, 

vai…

cenzina

La bambina

rco

CELLphone

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlKljWqa8R66hVQgHHKy3YOJVfVyCn1I_


« Everybody asks "Mamma, dov'è quello, mamma, dov'è questo?" , but nobody asks
"Ciao  Mamma, come stai?" »

«I liked this course so much that I took it 2 times » -average ES student

«ABBAndonate ogni speranza voi che vi iscrivete» -Dante

Honest, not asked for, REVIEW OF THE COURSE

A NEEDED PREFACE

I shall start mentioning that I’m an automation engineering student that took this course

by choice. Looking back, I wouldn’t make that choice.

Indeed the course it’s difficult enough for electronic eng. students, so it’s fair to say that

my different background may have intensified the struggles. Anyway most of the problems

come from the prof and not from the subject, that I personally found interesting.

LECTURES

Starting from the lectures, that are basically a compilation of repetitive sounds, not funny 

jokes, stupid and overcomplicated examples and schemes sketched at the speed of lights. 

The slides suck, the book too, the songs in it too. 

EXERCISES

I think the prof also underestimated the exercise sessions, since, at least this year, he 

covered the majority of them. Indeed they’re done too fast, the solutions are often

dispersive and not focused on defined requests, this makes it difficult to understand the 

reasoning and the method behind the solution. The assistants are competent, I wished

Zappa could have give them more space, and let them do most of the exercises. 

EXAM AND PROJECT

The project, in my opinion, is kinda useless. I mean it’s fine to learn how to use a new 

software, but the fact that in the end it’s just used to solve a simple example make it 

useless. They should probably get rid of it or assign a more serious project that maybe

takes up more point at the oral exam. Indeed, I think that, for the number of hours 

assigned to theoretical lectures wrt exercises, it would be more fair to value more the 

oral (not just ±3), since the theory also requires a lot of time and the written test is 50% 

luck and 50% Shrek.

In the end, if you have the possibility to do some course ZAPPing, don’t choose this

course. (R.I.P. the ones who have it as mandatory).

I took these notes after rewatching carefully ALL the lessons and included the book parts for 

missing explanations. But keep in mind there might be errors and inaccuracies.
Take a look also at the exercises and summaries collections.
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We  can  generally  say  that  the  negative  feedback,  together  with other benefits in terms of stabilization of the transfer
and of impedentialmatching,  also  has  a  beneficial  effect  on  the  frequency  response  of  the circuit since it tends to
widen the bandwidth.



Because of mutual ground, all currents sum up to - pin to create i, the output is the weighted sum of the input voltages. This type of scheme allows to avoid crosstalks between all voltage sources by creating a fake (virtual)
ground. The circuit adds the voltages of the input terminals with a gain equal to R/R1 (possibly an attenuation if the ratio is lower than one), and the output gives the inverted voltage (due to the sign “-”).







The drain and source are heavily doped N+ region and the
substrate is p-type. The current flows due to the flow of
negatively charged electrons, also known as n-channel
MOSFET. When we apply the positive gate voltage the holes
present beneath the oxide layer experience repulsive force
and the holes are pushed downwards into the bound
negative charges which are associated with the acceptor
atoms. The positive gate voltage also attracts electrons from
the N+ source and drain region into the channel thus an
electron reach channel is formed.

A diode is a semiconductor device that essentially acts as a one-way
switch for current. It allows current to flow easily in one direction, but
severely restricts current from flowing in the opposite direction.

Diodes are also known as rectifiers because they change alternating
current (ac) into pulsating direct current (dc). Diodes are rated according
to their type, voltage, and current capacity.

Diodes have polarity, determined by an anode (positive lead) and cathode
(negative lead). Most diodes allow current to flow only when positive
voltage is applied to the anode. When a diode allows current flow, it is
forward-biased. When a diode is reverse-biased, it acts as an insulator and
does not permit current to flow.
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(other possible scheme for following explanations)
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Nota
For more intuitive explanation see: https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/technical-articles/current-feedback-amplifiers-vs.-voltage-feedback-amplifiers/
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see ADC summary for better explanation of folding logic
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